Maths
White Rose Hub


recognise and make equal groups



make multiplication sentences using X

P.E

R.E.

Dance

The Good News


travelling skills

symbol

juse



use arrays



make doubles and halves (dividing by 2)



know 2’s, 5’s and 10 times tables



make equal groups by sharing



divide by 2,5 and 10



make tally charts



draw and interpret pictograms



recognise 2D and 3D shapes



recognise lines of symmetry



recognise and find a half, a quarter and a



create a short dance in a group



work in pairs o create interesting shapes with



know that Jesus can change sadness into joy



know that we should always remember to
thank Jesus for his help



the body

events




develop the fundamental skills of underarm



throw, catching, running and dodging

God’s love and reflect on what this means for

apply simple tactics in a game

us
The Mass

Year 2



Spring Term



activity or sport



know how you can help other people
understand the risks of talking to people you
don’t know very well in the community

Understand different ways we can receive
money



know how to keep money safe



Understand the importance of saving money

know that Jesus is God’s gift to the whole

world
Computing

Drawing


Aboriginal Art
Investigate tone by drawing light/dark lines,

Computer Safety


patterns and shapes


experiment with simple marks and patterns.



investigate tone by drawing light/dark lines,
patterns and shapes

to understand how we talk to others
when they are not there in front of us



to understand that information put
online leaves a digital footprint or trail



Money Matters


know that at the Offertory we offer gifts to
God

Art

be able to see the benefits of practising an

know about the readings at Mass and why we
should listen to them





know and reflect on the importance of the
celebration of the Mass



one half of the same whole

Being Responsible

know that Jesus brought the good news of



explore the equivalence of two quarters and

PSHE

know that Jesus used his power to help
others and reflect on the importance of these

Games

third


learn basic dance movements and develop key

to identify the steps that can be taken to
keep personal data and hardware secure

Presenting Ideas


explore how a story can be presented in
different ways

